When you are hungry and want something good to eat

_Try a piece of home-made pie or a slice of tasty cake_

You will like our meals

Courtesy and service always present

CAMPUS INN

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL!

Have your hair trimmed by experienced barbers

DELUXE BARBER SHOP

Alluring Parisienne Dainties

Fascinating New Toilet Requisites by

TRUTH OF PARIS

A Moderately Priced French Line

Hodgins'

When the straight-8 blows

_A doctor in the practice of seeing for the diseases of the straight-8 engine.

When you look for someone who is sick, look for the straight-8 engine. It's the heat—heat and water. The straight-8 is the one that will give you a cold.

PRINCE ALBERT

—who other tobacco is like it!
RAIN OR SHINE
Anything in town TUESDAY CENT. Many are taking advantage
of cool, dreary weather to go to the movies.

FRESH MEATS
Steaks, Roasts and Chops
Always Priced Right
Call us on your next visit
THIRD STREET MARKET
PHONE 239

EACH PERSONAL LIKES FEESH FRUIT
Select your oranges, lemons, grapefruit, pomegranates, apples and other seasonal fruits from our complete stock
Jucy - Fresh - Tasty
Your Health Insurance - FRUIT
Varsity Grocery

Taffeta Rustles Into the Mode

The crisp texture of crinkly taffetas, brocades in burnt-orange shades, velvets in black and white, and clouts in the gray tones of the moonlight have invaded dress love's supremacy. Taffeta, in all its moods, from the softest taffeta of the retiring house wife to the gossamer-voile taffeta of a flapper, is the in thing in dress love this season. The gossamer-voile taffeta is the latest of the taffetas. It is a sheer, thin, gossamer-voile, which can be cut in the most delicate designs that can be imagined. The taffeta is the most popular of all the taffetas. It is a soft, lustrous, dainty material that can be used in the most delicate designs. The clout is the most popular of all the taffetas. It is a soft, lustrous, dainty material that can be used in the most delicate designs. The clout is the most popular of all the taffetas. It is a soft, lustrous, dainty material that can be used in the most delicate designs.

Now on Display
Priced $18.75 to $89.50
The Fashion Shop

The "Prof" may not admit it—but it's true

Everyone loves a happy ending to a day of hard work. And what could be happier than a night at the movies? Moose Dance Saturday Night!
UPHAMS SEES WORLD WAR LOOK IN FUTURE  
University, Bobbi Nolte  

We’re trying to live our lives as if we’re preparing for the end of the world. Bobbi Nolte, president of the University of California, said on Wednesday. She said that fighting a war is not a new idea for her, but rather a matter of fact. She believes that the world is in a state of crisis and that the only way to avoid it is to fight. She also mentioned that the world is full of people who are ready to fight, and that they are the ones who will determine the outcome of the war.  

THE BOWLING GAME  
Many of the players who are normally good at bowling are not doing well these days. The reason is that they are too busy with other things. Bobbi Nolte said that she has noticed a decline in the number of games played. She thinks that the problem is not with the players, but with the organizers. She suggests that the organizers should make the games more interesting and less boring.  

WHERE THE FASHION'S LAST WORD IS SPOKEN FIRST  
The youthful charm of Spring styles is Refreshingly Reveling in This Store’s Showing  

The mode of Springfield continues its youthful warp—altering, captivating and always interesting. The modes are expressed in all its nervous in current displays on our Fashion Place. Ready for you to enjoy and acquire—ready for you to put yourself in the front lines of fashion’s parade—for DAVID’S fashions have been chosen discriminatingly and may be worn with assurance of their fashion rightness.

Where Fashion’s Last Word Is Spoken First
The youthful charm of Spring styles is Refreshingly Revealing in This Store’s Showing

Coats - Dresses - Suits

To see these garments, to know they are correct in every line, color, and material.

The Fashion of the

DAVID’S

DAVID’S

FASHION PAVILION

SOUTHEASTERN TENTER of York  

Arrangements have been completed for the entertainment district on the field to be held at the Pontotoc Gymnastics, which is featured in the Twin Peaks story today.  

Collogue Bakes Panckkes  

Twin Falls Bakes Hannahs  

Their Twenty-two days last week in the Twin Falls district, and a new record in the district, was the start of the new school year.  

UZ & DUNN SHOES

For although UZ & Dunn shoes are the latest models, they are all made in the same manner—from the best of materials, by expert workmen, over lots that have been tested as to their fitting qualities.

Let your next pair of shoes be UZ & DUNN SHOES

In Prices from $8.35 to $8.75

Oberg Brothers Co.